Quotient

TM

Seating

WHERE FORM
AND FUNCTION ARE
PERFECTLY DIVIDED

Adaptable Form.
Finding a common denominator solution to satisfy a variety of needs and users
can be challenging, especially with something as personal as a chair. As much as
people love their task chair, today’s workers are spending less time at their desks
and more time collaborating and working throughout a space. This requires seating
platforms to support a wider variety of body types and environments. With an
ilira®-stretch mesh back for comfort, an advanced seat cushion design, and a stool
option for standing-height worksurfaces, Quotient is much more than the sum
of its parts.
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COLLABORATIVE
Quotient is designed
to help anyone quickly
achieve their desired
posture, making it ideal
for collaborative areas
in which workers gather
for short periods of
time throughout the
day. Quotient stools
accommodate the
increasingly popular
standing-height tables
and worksurfaces found
in teaming areas.
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WORKSTATION
Quotient provides all the
flexibility a space needs,
but with the added benefit
of all-day comfort. The
ilira-stretch mesh back
cradles the spine and the
high-density foam seat
cushion gives workstation
warriors the comfort and
support needed to stay
productive throughout
the day.
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TWO OPTIONS. LIMITLESS USES.
With both a task chair and task stool option, Quotient is a perfect fit
for areas with a variety of worksurface heights. Outfit workstations
and conference areas with Quotient chairs, while adding stools to a
café table or standing-height collaborative area.

TASK CHAIR

TASK STOOL

ARMLESS TASK CHAIR

ARMLESS TASK STOOL

ACCOMMODATING FUNCTION
Getting comfortable has never been as easy as it is with Quotient. The intuitive
synchro-tilt control responds to the body’s natural movements, allowing each
user to quickly find their preferred posture and support. The high-density foam
seat cushion is molded to support the body’s natural curves. Quotient is the
answer for bringing personal comfort to an entire organization.

ilira-stretch MESH BACK
The Black ilira-stretch mesh back is
breathable and contours naturally
to the user’s body.

HEIGHT- AND WIDTHADJUSTABLE ARMS
Anyone can achieve the right upper
body support by moving the arms
up and down or in and out.

CONDENSED FOAM SEAT DESIGN
Achieve plush comfort in a thinner
profile with Quotient’s high-density
molded foam seat cushion design.
Engineered to mirror the body’s natural
contours, it reduces pressure points
for all-day comfort. It also holds its
shape longer than less dense materials,
allowing it to continue to perform at
a high level year after year.

SYNCHRO-TILT CONTROL
This advanced tilt control provides
a more natural reclining motion
and can be adjusted with easily
accessible levers and a knob.
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THE RIGHT ANSWER
FOR TODAY AND TOMORROW.
Quotient is designed to support a variety of people and spaces
for years to come. The seat cushion is made from a high-density
molded foam that is engineered to outlast lighter foam materials.
The durable five-star base and frame support up to 300 lbs.,
and the high-quality HON fabrics are stain-resistant and built to
withstand daily wear and tear. From the casters to the top of the
back, Quotient is covered by the comprehensive HON Full Lifetime
Warranty, adding unparalleled confidence of ownership.

PRODUCTS, MATERIALS, AND FINISHES SHOWN:
Front: 10500 workstation
with overhead storage and
storage cabinets in Pinnacle
laminate with Brilliant White
worksurface and Platinum
O-leg. Quotient task chair
with Black ilira-stretch
mesh back and Appoint
Blackberry seat upholstery.

Back: Voi desk with
Harvest laminate
worksurface. Quotient
task chair with Black
ilira-stretch mesh back
and Beeline Parade
seat upholstery.

Image A: Voi workstations
with Brilliant White laminate
worksurfaces and frosted
glass privacy screens.
Contain credenzas in
Brilliant White laminate with
Attire Lithium seat cushions.
Quotient task chairs with
Black ilira-stretch mesh
back and Tradition Flirt
seat upholstery.
Image B: Preside table with
Harvest laminate top and
Platinum Metallic X-base.
Contain credenza in Harvest
laminate with Platinum
Metallic finish. Quotient
stool with Black ilira-stretch
mesh back and Origin Euro
seat upholstery.
Image C: Voi workstations
with Brilliant White laminate
top and Platinum O-leg. Voi
credenzas with Pinnacle
laminate fronts and Brilliant
White laminate top. 10500
Series standing-height table
in Pinnacle laminate.
Quotient task chairs
with Black ilira-stretch mesh
back and Cover Cloth Delft
seat upholstery. Quotient
stools with Black ilira-stretch
mesh back and Origin
Eureka seat upholstery.
Image D: Preside racetrack
table in Brilliant White
laminate with Platinum
T-leg. Quotient task chairs
with Black ilira-stretch mesh
back and Cover Cloth Zest
seat upholstery.
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